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Abstract
The analysis of human activities is one of the most intriguing and important open issues for the automated video
surveillance community. Since few years ago, it has been handled following a mere Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition perspective, where an activity corresponded to a temporal sequence of explicit actions (run, stop, sit, walk,
etc.). Even under this simplistic assumption, the issue is hard, due to the strong diversity of the people appearance,
the number of individuals considered (we may monitor single individuals, groups, crowd), the variability of the
environmental conditions (indoor/outdoor, different weather conditions), and the kinds of sensors employed. More
recently, the automated surveillance of human activities has been faced considering a new perspective, that brings
in notions and principles from the social, affective, and psychological literature, and that is called Social Signal
Processing (SSP). SSP employs primarily nonverbal cues, most of them are outside of conscious awareness, like face
expressions and gazing, body posture and gestures, vocal characteristics, relative distances in the space and the like.
This paper is the first review analyzing this new trend, proposing a structured snapshot of the state of the art and
envisaging novel challenges in the surveillance domain where the cross-pollination of Computer Science technologies
and Sociology theories may offer valid investigation strategies.
Keywords: Video surveillance, Social signal processing, Activity recognition, Behavior analysis, Human computing.
1. Introduction
Since the 90’s, human activity analysis has been one
of the most important topics in computer vision, be-
coming an integral part of many video surveillance sys-
tems, but also representing a key application in sev-
eral other everyday scenarios like workplaces, hospi-
tals, and many others. Analyzing activities involved to
date the recognition of motion patterns, and the produc-
tion of high-level descriptions of actions and interac-
tions among entities of interest. Many surveys on ac-
tivity analysis have been proposed in the literature: the
first example is [1], where techniques for the tracking
and the recognition of human motion are reviewed; in
[2], methods for the motion of body parts, the track-
ing of human motion using different camera settings
and the recognition of activities are reported. In [3],
hand and body tracking strategies are discussed, to-
gether with techniques for human activity recognition
based on 2D and 3D models. A comprehensive review
on vision-based human motion analysis spanning the
period 2000–2006 is presented in [4]. In [5], statistical
models like Dynamic Bayesian Networks are addressed
as one of the most suitable tools for activity recognition.
An essay on the different components of a typical video
surveillance system, with emphasis on the activity anal-
ysis, is reported in [6]. The definition of activity as a
complex and coordinated organization of simple actions
is exploited in [7]. In the same year, a survey on video
surveillance systems has been proposed in [8], also dis-
cussing about the different public databases available to
validate the algorithms. In the very recent review on
activity recognition approaches [9], the different strate-
gies are organized as hierarchical and nonhierarchical,
and the last ones are further divided in space-time and
sequential methods.
All the above mentioned surveys addressed the mod-
eling of the human activities mainly stressing the tech-
nological computer vision aspects. In particular, all of
them focus on detecting and recognizing explicit ac-
tions, in the sense of gestures performed voluntarily by
humans, like running, walking, stopping, seating etc.
Recently, the study on human activities has been re-
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vitalized by addressing the so-called social signals [10],
which are nonverbal cues inspired by the social, affec-
tive, and psychological literature [11]. This allows a
more principled encoding of how humans act and re-
act to other people and environmental conditions. So-
cial Signal Processing (SSP), also named Social Sig-
naling, represents the scientific field aimed at a sys-
tematic, algorithmic and computational analysis of so-
cial signals, that is deeply rooted in anthropology and
social psychology [12]. More properly, SSP goes be-
yond the mere human activity modeling, aiming at cod-
ing and decoding the human behavior. In other words,
it focuses to unveil the underlying hidden states that
drive one to act in a determined way, with particular
actions. This challenge is motivated by decades of in-
vestigation in human sciences (psychology, anthropol-
ogy, sociology, etc.) that showed how humans use non-
verbal behavioral cues like facial expressions, vocaliza-
tions (laughter, fillers, back-channel, etc.), gestures or
postures to convey, often outside conscious awareness,
their attitude towards other people and social environ-
ments, as well as emotions [13]. The understanding of
these cues is thus paramount in order to understand the
social meaning of the activities.
As we will see later, only a minority of works adopted
the SSP perspective in a video surveillance setting, but
recently (i.e., since 5 years) this trend has rapidly grown.
Actually, in surveillance, the main goal is to detect
threatening actions as soon as possible: therefore, the
possibility of doing this by observing the human behav-
ior as a phenomenon subjected to rigorous principles
that produces predictable patterns of activities, turns out
to be incredibly important.
The aim of this paper is to review the early years of
the social signaling oriented approaches for human be-
havior analysis in a surveillance context, individuating
what are the contact points between surveillance and
social signalling, how social signalling may improve the
human behavior analysis, envisaging and delineating
future perspectives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 illustrates the processing scheme of a typical video
surveillance system. The aim of the section is that of
contextualizing which modules of a video surveillance
strategy may benefit from the intervention of Social Sig-
naling findings. Section 3 is a short overview of the
recent advances in the activity analysis, aimed at defin-
ing what is achieved with pure Computer Vision and
Pattern Recognition methods. Section 4 is the core of
the paper, reviewing the most significant contributions
that represent the intersection between video surveil-
lance and SSP. Section 5 addresses the analysis of crowd
behavior, that recently has become a well-defined trend
in surveillance, discussing the importance of embedding
social signals in such studies. Finally, Section 6 draws
the conclusions and presents the envisaged future per-
spectives.
2. A basic video surveillance system overview
A typical surveillance system scheme is composed by
two parts: a low-level and a high-level part (see Fig-
ure 1). Each part is composed by different stages, ex-
plained in the following.
Analysis output
Video input
Activity analysis
Object tracking
Object detection
Background 
subtraction/         
object 
segmentation
Figure 1: Typical video surveillance automated system.
2.1. The low-level stages
The low-level stages are the background subtrac-
tion/object segmentation and the object detection. Such
stages preprocess the raw images in order to discover
areas of interest.
Background subtraction/object segmentation. Back-
ground (BG) subtraction is a fundamental low-level op-
eration that applies on raw videos captured by CCTVs
[14]. It aims at learning the expected chromatic aspect
of the scene and how it evolves in time, highlighting
moving objects (foreground, FG), ideally under a 24/7
policy. Object segmentation follows the background
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subtraction and aims at individuating connected regions,
pruning away small FG objects, filling holes of large
regions, adopting temporal continuity to obtain consis-
tent, smooth regions across time [15].
Object detection. This stage serves to highlight partic-
ular classes of targets (humans, vehicles, baggages) in
the images. It may be applied on the output of the
background subtraction/object segmentation step, or in
a dense way over the entire image [16].
These two stage cannot benefit of an intervention of
SSP principles, since the processing here is focused on
entities, the pixels, carrying very low semantics.
2.2. The high-level stages
The high level stages are the object tracking and the
activity analysis.
Object tracking. Tracking is undoubtedly the
paramount aspect of any video-surveillance ap-
proach, and is very important for the human behavior
analysis. For a comprehensive review on tracking for
surveillance (out of the scope of this contribution),
please read [17]. Tracking aims at computing the
trajectory of each distinct object of interest in the scene,
associating a ID label and keeping it across occlusions
and multiple cameras. A general tracker can be charac-
terized by three main phases: 1) the initialization phase
localizes the target that needs to be tracked. It usually
relies on heuristic mechanisms combined with some
object detector. 2) The dynamic phase predicts where
target is more likely to move, and it is based usually
on a first- or second-order autoregressive model. 3)
The observation phase finds the region of the image
that is more similar to the target, assuming as prior the
hypothesis given in the dynamical phase.
Tracking, and especially the dynamic module, may
benefit from Social Signal Processing methods. Such
module simply does not take into account that people,
whenever free to move in a large environment (e.g.,
the hall of a hotel, a square, a waiting room, etc.), re-
spect patterns and trajectories largely dominated by so-
cial mechanisms [18]. Therefore, the design of a so-
cially driven dynamic model for tracking may be the
key ingredient to overcome the current limitations of
the current algorithms, as already shown in some recent
approaches exploiting the Social Force Model [19, 20]
(see later for further details) . When the scenario is too
crowded, so that tracking approaches become ineffec-
tive, motion flow estimation techniques are usually pre-
ferred [21].
Activity analysis. Activity analysis and recognition1 is
the last module added in the typical scheme of a surveil-
lance system. It usually takes the trajectories of the tar-
gets and the object detections results as input, and pro-
vides a description of the activities carried out in the
scene, under the form of parametric models (in most of
the cases, we have a model for each activity) or natu-
ral language expressions [22]. The general idea is to
segment the trajectories and the detections of each sub-
ject into simple actions, by means of actions classifiers
that work on few consecutive frames. Then, higher-
level reasoning is applied to combine the simple ac-
tions through statistical pattern recognition paradigms
or methods that exploit temporal logics. It is very
important to note that almost all the behavior/activity
recognition modules are strongly context dependent:
the definition of the plausible simple actions and activi-
ties are tightly linked to the kind of monitored environ-
ment (an airport, a parking lot). In all the cases, the
activity recognition approaches ignore that the human
behavior is a process subject to laws rigorous enough
to produce stable patterns corresponding to social, emo-
tional, and psychological phenomena. It turns out that
this module is the one where social signal processing
applies mostly. For this reason we will now give a short
overview of what has been done so far for this stage
in the “classical” Computer Vision sense, highlighting
later the main limitations where social signaling may
help the most.
3. Classical activity analysis: a short review
This overview is not exhaustive, and wants only to
give an idea on the kind of activities considered so far in
surveillance. For more detailed overviews, please con-
sider the surveys referred in the Introduction.
Approaches that follow the scheme of Sec. 2 for indi-
viduating single-agent activities, based on tracking tra-
jectories, are [23, 24, 25, 26].
One of the most known classical system for auto-
mated surveillance is VSAM [23], where individual ac-
tivities like entering vehicles, entering buildings etc. are
encoded as simple Markov models. Another master-
piece is [24], where expected trajectories are quantized
and learnt by neural networks, and the goal is that of
1It is worth noting that in the surveillance literature, the definitions
of behavior analysis and activity recognition are often used without
distinction, assuming that a behavior or activity is an ordered sequence
of simple actions (walking, running, stopping, meeting) performed by
one or more interacting subjects.
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finding abnormal events as outliers. In [25], the cluster-
ing is hierarchical, producing a hierarchical binary tree.
A finer use of trajectory data is presented in [27, 26],
where semantic zones like entry/exit zones, junctions,
paths, routes, sink, sources and stop zones are located
in the monitored scene.
The use of spatio-temporal features instead of trajec-
tories is gaining more popularity for finely analyzing
individual human behavior [28, 29, 30, 31]: such
features overcome the limitations of tracking-based
schemes by exhibiting robustness to noise, small
camera movements and changes in lighting conditions,
allowing to encode activities as walking, jumping,
bending, turning around, kicking etc. .
Moving to activities involving more than a per-
son, Dynamic Bayesian Networks [32] such as Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) [33] and more complex mod-
els which build upon HMMs are the most used tools
[34, 35, 36]. In [34], a total of three kinds of activi-
ties (following, meet and continue together, meet and
go on separately) on a public square are modeled by
means of Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMM),
operating on trajectories. Semi-Markov reasoning for
encoding long term activities is proposed in [35]: sim-
ple events (running, approaching, etc.) are temporally
composed in order to define complex events (a person
runs and then slows down). Interactions are modeled
by logic operators that assemble together single-thread
(i.e., performed by a single person) complex events into
a multi-thread complex event. In [36], video sequences
are represented at different scales in terms of differ-
ent motion details related to trajectory, silhouette, body
parts, etc. Then, these scales are combined using a hier-
archical Directional-State Dynamic Bayesian Network
(HDS-DBN) to perform recognition of activities like
two people walking in the same or opposite direction,
people interaction, dropping and picking up of an ob-
ject.
A marriage between syntactical and statistical pattern
recognition paradigms has been proposed in [37]. A
low-level module detects by tracking simple events (for
example, enter and move in a parking lot). These events
are then fed into a stochastic context-free parser that
connects atomic events by exploiting longer range tem-
poral constraints. More recently, the same principle is
adopted and developed in [38] to deal with interactive
activities as greeting, fighting.
Concerning the approaches based on spatio-temporal
features, two-agents interactions are modeled in [39],
employing spatial and temporal logic for the classifica-
tion of activities like shaking hands, hugging, punching,
pointing.
All the above approaches focus on activities per-
formed by 1-2 people, under the form of sequences of
explicit actions. Interesting aspects as personality traits,
or intentions, which could be useful for predicting
activities, are not taken into account.
The following methods bring into the analysis the
concept of group of objects.
In [40], groups are represented by a geometrical
shape, in which vertices are the locations assumed
by the moving persons along time. The idea is that
a “mean shape” represents a particular group activity
and variations with respect to it indicate abnormal
events. The variations can be spatial (a person is in
an unexpected location) or temporal (for example, a
person stands still). This system has been applied in
an airport scenario, where the interacting people were
passengers moving from the airplane to the terminals.
Airport cargo loading/unloading activities, structured
as multiple interactions between vehicles, with actions
like moving truck, moving cargo, are modeled in [41]
with Dynamic Bayesian Networks, whose structure
was learnt in an automatic fashion. More recently,
in [42], group activities are encoded with three types
of localized causalities, namely self-causality, pair-
causality, and group-causality, which characterize the
local interaction/reasoning relations within, between,
and among motion trajectories of different humans,
respectively. Six different human group activities (8
persons maximum) are considered, i.e., walk-in-group,
run-in-group, stand-and-talk, gathering, fighting,
and ignoring (i.e., the subjects walk independently).
The same authors improved their framework in [43],
employing Gaussian Processes for describing motion
trajectories. In [44], group interactions with a varying
number of subjects are investigated, employing an
asynchronous HMM as a hierarchical activity model.
They distinguish symmetric (like i talks with j) and
asymmetric dynamics activities (like i follows j). In
particular, they focus on InGroup, Approach, WalkTo-
gether, Split, Ignore, Chase, Fight, and RunTogether
activities.
Another generative model is presented in [21], where
interacting events in crowded scene are modeled in
an unsupervised way, and interactions are modeled
as co-occurrences of atomic events. No tracking is
performed due to the high density of people, and local
motions are considered as low-level features instead.
After collecting such motion patterns, atomic events
can be defined as distributions over these low-level
features and, in the same way, interactions are modeled
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as distributions over atomic events. All the distributions
are modeled with dual Hierarchical Dirichlet Process,
which decides in an automatic fashion both the number
of atomic events and interactions. The system works
very well in detecting interactions in traffic scenes,
with cars and pedestrian, but it seems less expressive
in modeling human interactions. The discriminative
approach in [45] encodes the context as a mean for
inferring individual activities in a more robust way.
Two types of contextual information are used: the first
captures the main activity performed by a group of
people, the second evaluates the close neighborhood
of a person. Five actions are considered (crossing,
waiting, queuing, walking and talking).
In order to understand the state of the art at a glance,
we organize the approaches discussed so far by consid-
ering three aspects: the first is the degree of environmen-
tal supervision (DES), that focuses on how much the
monitored scenario is constrained: highly constrained
scenarios (DES=H) correspond to small ambients, pos-
sibly monitored by several multimodal sensors; vicev-
ersa, unconstrained situations occur when large outdoor
scenes are captured by a single camera (DES=L). The
second aspect is the level of detail of the interaction
(LDI), which refers to the level of detail with which
an interaction is modeled. From one side, we have
highly specific interactions (LDI=H), where body ges-
tures are needed; on the other side, we have generic
interactions, where each individual is represented as a
simple point, whose only position and motion are con-
sidered (LDI=L). The third aspect is the number of sub-
jects (NOS), that takes into account the number of peo-
ple involved in an activity. In Table 1, we organize the
surveyed papers accordingly to the DES, LDI and NOS
characteristics.
From a pure technical point of view, another possi-
ble taxonomy can be defined according with the type of
methodology employed. To this end, the techniques can
be partitioned into three classes, namely: 1) the graph-
ical models-based approaches or, more simply, gener-
ative models; 2) the discriminative approaches, 3) the
syntactical approaches. The generative models include
Markov models [23], Bayesian networks [40], Dynamic
Bayesian Networks (mostly Hidden Markov Models)
[34, 35, 36, 44, 21, 41, 27, 26], non parametric mod-
els [25, 28], generic Bayesian models [30].
The discriminative approaches usually adopt Sup-
port Vector Machines [29, 42], with different kinds of
kernels [39], Relevance Vector Machines [31], Latent
SVMs [45], Gaussian Processes [43], neural networks
[24].
The syntactic approaches dictate the construction of
grammars which are then used to express the structure
of a process using a set of production rules [37, 38].
Table 1: Summary of the reported works on activity recognition
Approach DES LDI NOS
[23, 24, 25, 27, 26] L L =1
[28, 29, 30, 31] H H =1
[34, 37] L L 2
[35, 36, 38, 39] L H 2
[41, 40, 42, 21, 44, 43] L L >2
Summarizing, the last generation of surveillance sys-
tems witnesses a certain maturity in managing the lower
levels of the data processing, i.e, dealing with multiple
visual entities, capturing their (even occluded) positions
in a given possibly sparse environment. However, con-
sidering the activity analysis level, much more can be
done. In the following, we list different problems where
the lack of social knowledge clearly emerges.
• PROBLEM 1:Definition of threatening behavior
All the surveillance systems aims at promptly iden-
tifying threatening behaviors, but it turns that most
of them provides “unusual” activities, considering
a previously learned statistics. Especially when
this statistics collected is scarce, this will cause
huge amounts of false positives, making the sys-
tem unusable for practical purposes. Therefore, a
different definition of “threatening” behavior has
to be forged.
• PROBLEM 2:Modeling of groups What is a group?
In the surveillance literature this usually corre-
sponds to having a set of individuals exhibiting
similar characteristics, i.e., close in space, with the
same oriented motion. This description fails to dis-
tinguish a situation where space constraints force
people to wander close from standard proximity
given by personal relationships. Therefore, a more
expressive definition of group has to be designed.
• PROBLEM 3:Modeling of interactions in outdoor
scenarios All the above quoted studies face the
problem of the interaction modelling in very con-
strained scenarios (meetings, games, etc.), where
interacting activities are foreseen or expected. In
outdoor scenarios, the simple spatial proximity is
usually assumed as warrantee for interaction: this
is intuitively false in crowded situations like cock-
tail parties. Therefore, a more precise definition of
interaction has to be provided.
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As we will see in the following, Social Signal Process-
ing may help in answering the above questions, provid-
ing novel cues that can be exploited by standard surveil-
lance algorithms.
4. Social Signal Processing for activity recognition:
toward the analysis of the behavior
Social Signal Processing aims at developing theories
and algorithms that codify how human beings behave
while involved in social interactions, putting together
perspectives from sociology, psychology, and computer
science [10, 11]. Here, the main tools for the analysis
are the social signals [11], i.e., temporal co-occurences
of social or behavioral cues [46], that can be basically
defined as a set of temporally sequenced changes in neu-
romuscular, neurocognitive, and neurophysiological ac-
tivity. Behavioral cues (see Figure 2 for some examples)
have been organized into five categories in [11] that are
heterogeneous, multimodal aspects of a social interplay:
1) physical appearance, 2) gesture and posture, 3) face
and eyes behavior, 4) vocal behavior and 5) space and
environment.
Mutual Gaze
Figure 2: Example of behavioral cues.
The interaction of Social Signal Processing and Au-
tomated Surveillance is, to our opinion, at its infancy.
Actually, the most SSP approaches deal with well-
constrained scenarios as smart or meeting rooms, where
the sensor machinery is massive and pervasive. In this
way, fine behavioral cues can be captured, especially the
ones focusing on the gesture and posture, the face and
eyes behavior and the vocal behavior. Such capabilities
cannot be exploited in a typical surveillance scenario:
actually, smart sensors cannot be placed in the environ-
ment because of 1) privacy protection measures, and 2)
scarce effectiveness in wide open scenes.
It turns out that few SSP works are concerned with
surveillance [11], and they involve primarily the cate-
gory of cues related to the space and the environment,
that in our opinion represents the most intuitive con-
nection. Actually, from the SSP side, this category
has been extensively investigated in human sciences,
where the spatial arrangement of people in social en-
counters (also called proxemics) has been shown to be a
reliable evidence of the social phenomena taking place
among interacting individuals [47, 18]. From a surveil-
lance perspective, the encoding of proxemics aspects
comes along with the tracking and classification tech-
nologies, that provide the relative position of people at
each frame.
In the rest of the section, the five categories of behav-
ioral cues are detailed, reviewing the surveillance ap-
proaches that explicitly use them, and envisaging possi-
ble future perspectives of cross-pollination.
4.1. Physical Appearance
Physical appearance of a person codifies attributes
like attraction, height and somatotype. Attractiveness
is an important physical factor as it pushes one to in-
teract. Attractive people have a high probability of get-
ting in contact with other people [13]. Research in the
area of facial perception has identified many different
factors that contribute to a face being considered attrac-
tive and it is generally accepted that beauty cannot be
defined by one single principle [48]. The second impor-
tant physical attribute is height: people tend to attribute
high social status to taller people. Finally, somatotypes
(being tall and thin, proportioned, short and fat) tend to
draw some attributes of personality traits. For exam-
ple, thin people are considered to express less emotion,
while fat people tend to be more talkative. To the best
of our knowledge, this class of cues has not been ex-
ploited in any surveillance approach, and is also absent
in the more general literature of the automated analysis
of behavior. Therefore, its use for surveillance seems
unlikely.
4.2. Gesture and Posture
Gestures are used to regulate the human interaction
and they often performed consciously or unconsciously
to convey some specific meaning. Furthermore, ges-
tures as in Figure 3(a) can also express an emotion and
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hence capable of convey the social signals for the most
complicated human behaviors like shame and embar-
rassment [11]. The usage of the gestures in a social
signaling-driven surveillance sense is hard: the goal
is not only capturing intentional gestures that are vol-
untarily expressed by the subjects for communicating
something, but it is also capturing unintentional move-
ments, subtle and/or rapid oscillations of the limbs, ca-
sual touching of the nose/ear, hair twisting and self pro-
tection gesture like closing the arms. These cues are
very hard to be modeled since they are inherently af-
fected by noise and occlusions. While the former at-
tempt has been pursued by a huge quantity of works,
the goal of capturing subtle gestures is a big challenge,
with no traces in the literature.
In [49], gesturing is used to infer who is talking
when in a surveillance scenario, realizing through sta-
tistical analysis a simple form of diarization (detection
of who speaks when, [50]). Actually, cognitive scien-
tists showed that speech and gestures are so tightly in-
tertwined that every important investigation of language
has taken gestures into account [51]. While the multi-
modal diarization is common in the literature (based on
the joint modeling of speech, facial and bodily cues),
the unimodal diarization exploiting visual information
is rare [52], unrelated to surveillance. We think that
this is a direction worth to be investigated, because this
allows to capture turn taking patterns indicating ongo-
ing conversations and thus genuine social interactions
(PROBLEM 3).
As it can be seen in Figure 3(b), the posture is an
aspect of the human behavior which is unconsciously
regulated and thus can be considered as the most reli-
able nonverbal social cue. In general, posture conveys
social signals in three different ways [11], namely: in-
clusive vs. no inclusive, face-to-face vs. parallel body
orientation, and congruent vs. non-congruent. These
cues may help to distinguish extrovert and introvert in-
dividuals, suggesting a mean to individuate threatening
behaviors (PROBLEM 1). Only few and very recent
surveillance approaches deal with posture information
[53, 54, 55, 56]: they will be explained in the follow-
ing, since they exploit mostly cues coming from other
behavioral categories.
4.3. Face and Gaze behavior
These are termed as the best efficient social signals
that can describe the human behavior and also have an
impact on our perception about others affect [57]. Fig-
ure 4 shows the example of facial expressions and gaze
direction that can be termed as strong social signals.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Examples of (a) Gesture (b) Postures (taken from [11])
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Examples of facial expression and gaze direction
Nonverbal facial cues includes fear, sad, happiness,
anger, disgust, surprise, psychological states like suici-
dal and depression and also social behavior like rapport
and accord.
In surveillance, the goal of capturing fine visual cues
from the face is very hard, since we are in a non-
collaborative scenario (people do not look at the sen-
sors) and the sensors usually capture the faces at a low
resolution.
A different matter holds for the gaze orientation.
Since objects are foveated for visual acuity, gaze direc-
tion generally provides precise information regarding
the spatial localization of ones attentional focus [58],
also called Visual Focus of Attention (VFOA). Concern-
ing social aspects, VFOA is a fundamental mean of non-
verbal communication [59, 60, 61], so that its modeling
is very attractive in surveillance. The problem is that
measuring the VFOA by using eye gaze is often dif-
ficult or impossible in standard surveillance scenarios:
either the movement of the subject has to be constrained
or high-resolution images of the eyes are required [62].
Therefore, the viewing direction has been reasonably
approximated by just measuring the head pose [59, 63].
In such scenario, the work of [61] estimates pan and
tilt parameters of the head and the VFOA is represented
as a vector normal to the person’s face. The applica-
tion purpose is to understand if a person is looking at an
advertisement located on a vertical glass or not. Since
the specific setup is very constrained, this model works
pretty well. However, as observed by the authors, more
general setups impose more complex models that con-
sider camera position, people location and scene struc-
ture. Similar considerations hold for the work presented
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in [60], where an Active Appearance Model models the
face and pose of a person in order to discover which
portion of a mall-shelf is observed.
Following this claim, and considering a general, un-
restricted scenario, where people can enter, leave, and
move freely, the VFOA can be approximated by the
three-dimensional (3D) visual field of an individual.
More precisely, according to biological evidence [64],
the VFOA can be described as a 3D polyhedron delim-
iting the portion of the scene that the subject is looking
at (see Figure 5).
Figure 5: Left: the VFOA model. Center: an example of VFOA inside
a 3D “box” scene. In red, the camera position: the VFOA orientation
is estimated with respect to the principal axes of the camera. Right:
the same VFOA delimited by the scene constraints (in solid blue).
The use of the gaze approximation as a 3D polyhe-
dron in surveillance brought a radical change of per-
spective for the behavior analysis. We moved from a
objective point of view, i.e., the point of view of the
surveillance camera, toward a subjective point of view,
i.e., that of each single individual. The gaze approxima-
tion allows to understand what a person is looking at,
building a set of high-level inferences.
For example, in [65], and, independently, in [66] the
idea was to infer what part of the scene is seen more
frequently by people, thus creating a sort of interest
maps. This may serve to highlight individuals that are
focused on particular portions of the environment for a
long time: if the observed target is critical (for exam-
ple, an ATM machine) a threatening behavior could be
inferred (PROBLEM 1).
Later on, the “subjective” perspective has been pro-
posed in [53], where group interactions are discovered
by estimating the visual focus of attention using a head
orientation detector, while exploiting proxemic cues.
The idea is that close people whose VFOA is intersect-
ing are interacting (PROBLEM 2).
Similarly, in [54], a set of two and one-person activ-
ities are formed by sequences of actions and then mod-
eled by HMMs whose parameters are manually set.
The importance of the “subjective” point of view
for surveillance encourage scientists in ameliorating the
VFOA extraction phase. Most recently, in [67], an
approach for the joint tracking in surveillance videos
Table 2: Summary of SSP approaches for surveillance purposes ex-
ploiting the face and gaze behavior cues.
Approach DES LDI NOS
[61, 60] H H 1
[65, 66, 67] L H 1
[54] L H ≤ 2
[53] L H > 2
of pose behavioral cues (body position/pose and head
pose) is presented. Given the tracks generated by a
multi-person tracker, they first localize the head and ex-
tract body and head pose features. Then, these features
are used to jointly estimate the pose cues in a 3D space
using a particle filtering approach that exploits the con-
ditional coupling between body position (movement di-
rection) and body pose together with the soft coupling
between body pose and head pose.
To summarize, we report the table of all the reviewed
approaches exploiting face and gaze behavior cues, con-
sidering the three aspects previously described in Sec.3,
i.e., DES, LDI, and NOS.
4.4. Vocal behavior
The vocal behavior class comprehends all the spoken
cues that define the verbal message and influence its ac-
tual meaning. Such class includes five major compo-
nents [11]: prosody, that can provide social signals like
competence; linguistic vocalization, that can commu-
nicate hesitation; non linguistic vocalization, that can
provide strong emotional states or tight social bonds,
silence, that can express hesitation, and turn taking pat-
terns: this last component is the most investigated in
this category, since it appears the most reliable when
the goal is to recognize people personality [68], predict
the outcome of negotiations [69], recognize the roles in-
teraction participants play [70], or modeling the type of
interactions (e.g., a conflict).
As turn-organization cannot be fully understood
without taking into account its sequential aspects [71],
the application of probabilistic sequential models is
widespread. In [72], a two-layer HMM was employed
to model individual and group actions (e.g., discussions,
presentations, etc.). In [73], the purpose was to detect
the dominant interlocutor through social cues of mim-
icking. The authors employed an Observed Influence
Model (OIM), i.e., an aggregate of first-order Markov
processes, each one addressing an interlocutor.
More recently [74, 75], a generative framework has
been proposed aimed at classifying conversation inter-
vals of variable length (from a few minutes to hours),
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considering the nature of the people involved within
(children, adults) and the main mood.
In surveillance, approaches that face monitoring sce-
narios considering vocal behavior cues are absent, since
the audio modality is hard to be captured in wide areas,
and, most importantly, it is usually forbidden for privacy
issues. The problem lies in the fact that audio process-
ing is usually associated with speech recognition, while
in the case of SSP, the content of a conversation is ig-
nored.
An interesting topic for surveillance is that of the
modeling of conflicts, as they may degenerate in threat-
ening events (PROBLEM 1). Conflicts have been stud-
ied extensively in a wide spectrum of disciplines, in-
cluding Sociology (e.g., see [76] for social conflict) and
Social Psychology (e.g., see [77] for intergroup con-
flicts).
An approach that could be instantiated in a surveil-
lance context is that of [78], that proposes a semi-
automatic generative model for the detection of con-
flicts in conversations. The approach is based on the
fact that, during conflictual conversations, overlapping
speech becomes both longer and more frequent [79], the
consequence of a competition for holding the floor and
preventing others from speaking.
In summary, vocal behavior appears to be a very
expressive category of social cues, that should be ex-
ploited in the surveillance realm, since it can be handled
in a completely privacy-respectful fashion.
4.5. Space and Environment
The study of the space and environment cues is
tightly connected with the concept of proxemics that
can be defined as the “[...] the study of man’s transac-
tions as he perceives and uses intimate, personal, social
and public space in various settings [...]”, quoting
Hall [18], the anthropologist who first introduced this
term in 1966. In other words, proxemics investigates
how people use and organize the space they share with
others to communicate. This happens typically outside
conscious awareness; socially relevant information such
as personality traits (e.g., dominant people tend to use
more space than others in shared environments [80]),
attitudes (e.g., people that discuss tend to seat in front
of the other, whereas people that collaborate tend to
seat side-by-side [81]), etc. . From a social point of
view, two aspects of proxemic behavior appear to be
particularly important, namely interpersonal distances
and spatial arrangement of interactants.
Interpersonal distances have been the subject of the
earliest investigations on proxemics and one of the main
and seminal findings is that people tend to organize the
space around them in terms of four concentric zones as-
sociated to different degrees of intimacy:
Intimate Zone: distances for unmistakable involve-
ment with another body (lover or close friend). This
zone is typically forbidden to other non-intimate per-
sons, except in those situations where intrusion cannot
be avoided (e.g. in elevators).
Casual-Personal Zone: distances established when in-
teracting with familiar people, such as colleagues or
friends. This zone is suitable for having personal con-
versations without feeling hassled. It also reflects mu-
tual sympathy.
Socio-Consultive Zone: distances for formal and im-
personal relationships. In this zone, body contact is not
possible anymore. It is typical for business conversa-
tions, consultation with professionals (lawyers, doctors,
officers, etc.) or seller-customer interactions.
Public zone: distances for non-personal interaction
with others. It is a zone typical for teachers, speakers
in front of a large audience, theater actors or interper-
sonal interactions in presence of some physical barrier.
In the case of Northern Americans, the four zones
above correspond to the following ranges: less than
45 cm (intimate), between 45 and 120 cm (casual-
personal), between 120 and 200 cm (socio-consultive),
and beyond 200 cm (public). While the actual distances
characterizing the zones depend on a large number of
factors, as we will see in the following, the partition of
the space into concentric areas seems to be common to
all situations.
The spatial arrangement during social interactions ad-
dresses two main needs: the first is to give all people
involved the possibility of participating, the second is
to separate the group of interactants from other indi-
viduals (if any). The result are the F-formations, sta-
ble patterns that people tend to form during social inter-
actions (including in particular standing conversations):
“an F-formation arises whenever two or more people
sustain a spatial and orientational relationship in which
the space between them is one to which they have equal,
direct, and exclusive access” [82].
In practice, an F-formation is the proper organization
of three social spaces (see Figure 6 (a)): O-space, P-
space and R-space. The O-space (the most important
component of an F-formation) is a convex empty space
surrounded by the people involved in a social interac-
tion, every participant looks inward into it, and no ex-
ternal people are allowed in this region. The P-space is
a narrow stripe that surrounds the O-space and that con-
tains the bodies of the interactants, the R-space is the
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area beyond the P-space.
p-space
o-space
r-space
a) b) c) d)
Figure 6: F-formations; a) scheme of a (vis-a-vis) F-formation; b)
L-shape; c) side-by-side; d) circle.
There can be different F-formations ( Figure 6 (b)-(d)
):
Vis-a`-vis: An F-formation in which the absolute value
of the angle between participants is approximately 180o,
and both participants share an O-space.
L-shape: An F-formation in which the absolute value
of the angle between participants is approximately 90o,
and both participants share an O-space.
Side-by-side: An F-formation in which the absolute
value of the angle between participants is approximately
0o, and both participants share an O-space.
Circle: An F-formation where people is organized in
a circle, so that the configuration between adjacent
participants can be considered as a hybrid between a
L-shape and a Side-by-side F-formation.
The proxemic behavior intended as the use of the in-
terpersonal distances is affected by a large number of
factors, and culture seems to be one of the most impor-
tant ones, especially when it comes to the size of the
four concentric zones described above. In particular,
cultures seem to distribute along a continuum ranging
from “contact” (when the size of the areas is smaller) to
“non-contact” (when the size of the areas is larger) [18].
The effect of culture seems to change when interaction
participants have seats at disposition. In this case, peo-
ple from supposedly “non-contact” cultures tend to seat
closer than the others [83].
Interesting effects have been observed considering
the size and the illumination of the interaction site:
people allow others to come closer in larger rooms [84],
in bright ambients [85], when the ceiling is higher [86],
and in outdoor spaces [87]. The effects of crowding
have been studied as well [88]: social density was
increased in a constant size environment for a limited
period of time and participants of larger groups reported
greater degrees of discomfort and manifested other
forms of stress.
To the best of our knowledge, only a few works have
tried to apply proxemics in computing. One proba-
ble reason is that current works on analysis of human
behavior have focused on scenarios where proxemics
do not play a major role or have relied on laboratory
settings that impose too many constraints for sponta-
neous proxemic behavior to emerge (e.g., small groups
in smart meeting rooms) [89]. Most of the computing
works that can be said to deal with proxemics concern
the dynamics of people moving through public spaces.
The keystone model for the interaction modeling of
moving people, i.e. a basic form of behavior, is given
in the social force model (SFM) [90], that applies a
gas-kinetic analogy to the dynamics of pedestrians.
It is not a interaction detection system, rather it is a
physical model for simulating pedestrian interactions
while they are moving. Pedestrians are assumed to
react to energy potentials caused by other pedestrians
and static obstacles through a repulsive or an attractive
force, while trying to keep a desired speed and motion
direction. This model can be thought as explaining
group formations, and obstacle avoidance strategies,
i.e., basic and generic form of human interactions. The
social force model has been modified in [19], where
SFM is embedded in a tracking framework, substituting
the actual position of the pedestrian of the SFM with a
prediction of the location made by a constant velocity
model, which is then revised considering repulsive
effects due to pedestrians or static obstacles. No
mention about attractive factors are cited in the paper.
At the same time, independently, a variational learning
strategy is proposed in [20] to train a dynamic model for
predicting the position of moving subjects, employing
the SFM. Even in this case, the attraction factor of the
SFM is ignored.
In [91], a versatile synergistic framework for the anal-
ysis of multi-person interactions and activities in het-
erogeneous situations is presented. An adaptive con-
text switching mechanism is designed to mediate be-
tween two stages, one where the body of an individual
can be segmented into parts, and the other facing the
case where persons are assumed as simple points. The
concept of spatio-temporal personal space is also intro-
duced to explain the grouping behavior of people. They
extend the notion of personal space to that of spatio-
temporal personal space. Personal space is the region
surrounding each person, that is considered personal do-
main or territory. Spatio-temporal personal space takes
into account the motion of each person, modifying the
geometry of the personal space into a sort of cone. Such
cone is narrowed down proportionally with the motion
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of the subject so as the faster the subject, the narrower
the area. An interaction is then defined as caused by
intersections of such volumes.
In [55], F-formations are found in a cocktail party
scenario by employing proxemics elements and head
orientation estimates. The approach is based on a
Hough voting strategy, and represents an accurate mod-
eling of the formal definition of F-formation. The main
characteristics are that people have to be reasonably
close to each other, have to be oriented toward the o-
space, and that the O-space has to be empty to allow the
individuals to look at each other.
Another approach for the F-formation is that of [56].
They define an F-formation as a set of focused en-
counters, and this distinction serves to discriminate a
group where people is willing to stay to those group for-
mations resulting from environmental constraints (peo-
ple that move in a narrow road). The authors use a
graph clustering algorithm by formulating the problem
in terms of identifying dominant sets. A dominant
set is a form of maximal clique which occurs in edge
weighted graphs. As well as using the proximity be-
tween people, body orientation information is used.
These two last approaches seem to be particularly in-
dicated to highlight genuine group formations and in-
teractions, where proxemic cues and postural cues go
beyond the mere spatial proximity exploited in most of
the cases (PROBLEM 2,3).
In [92], the authors propose a system that could track
and discover groups of interacting people, estimating
the trajectories of people and employing the modular-
ity cut algorithm [93]. A limitation of the work was that
of considering solely staged social activities.
One of the first attempts to interpret the movement of
people in social terms has been presented in [94], where
nine subjects were left free to move in a 3m × 3m area
for 30 minutes. The subjects had to speak among them-
selves about specific themes. An analysis of mutual dis-
tances in terms of the zones described in Section 4.5 al-
lowed to discriminate between people who did interact
and people who did not.
In a similar way, mutual distances have been used to
infer personality traits of people left free to move in a
room [95]. The results show that it is possible to predict
Extraversion and Neuroticism ratings based on velocity
and number of intimate/personal/social contacts (in the
sense of Hall) between pairs of individuals looking at
one other.
The approach of [96] studies social relations in F-
formation, calculating pairwise distances between peo-
ple lying in the p-space, and clustering them in different
classes. The number of classes is chosen automatically
Table 3: Summary of SSP approaches for surveillance purposes ex-
ploiting the space and environment cues.
Approach DES LDI NOS
[90, 19, 20] L L > 2
[91] L L/H > 2
[55, 56, 92, 96] L H > 2
[94, 95] H H > 2
by the algorithm, following a Information Theory prin-
ciple. The main finding of the approach is that each of
the classes actually represent well-defined social bonds.
In addiction, the approach adapts to different environ-
mental conditions, namely, the size of the space where
people can move.
The last three approaches are very close to a mod-
elling of social roles in unconstrained scenarios, that in
turn may serve to the detection of threatening behavior
(PROBLEM 1).
Finally, we report a concise scheme of the reviewed
approaches in Table 3 exploiting space and environment
cues in a social signaling sense for surveillance pur-
poses, still considering the three aspects of DES, LDI,
and NOS.
5. Crowd behavior analysis
Analyzing a crowd represents without doubts a new
dimension for the automated surveillance. The idea is
to monitor huge masses of people, categorizing how
they move, and looking for normal and abnormal sit-
uations, due for example to incidents, panic attacks etc.
. This mission is intriguing, because it requires to revise
the whole surveillance flowchart previously described in
Section 2. Actually, each single individual here cannot
be characterized as finely as in the case of 5–10 peo-
ple: occlusions are very strong, and the classical ob-
ject classification and tracking approaches have shown
to be scarcely effective [97]. The idea is that there are
no more many entities to model, but instead a single
one, the crowd. The underlying hypotheses are that a
crowd has an own appearance to be modeled, it moves
with a very complex dynamics that can be learned, and
behaves following sociological principles.
Crowd analysis was born in the field of transportation
and public safety [97, 98], considering three main ap-
plications: (a) density estimation (counting individuals
from crowd); (b) tracking some individuals in crowded
scene; (c) crowd behavior understanding. The most
studied model in crowd behavior analysis is the social
force model (SFM) already introduced in the previous
Section 4 about proxemics.
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Many variants have been proposed, still for simula-
tion targets, but, recently, some works suggest to in-
vert this model to detect and localize the abnormalities
present in the crowd [99]. The use of SFM in fact avoids
individual person tracking and this is the key aspect of
its success. Other methods have been subsequently pro-
posed having this same characteristic.
In [99], grid of particles is placed over the image and
these particles are advected with the space-time average
of optical flow. Then, the interaction force for each par-
ticle is estimated using SFM. These interaction forces
are then mapped onto the image plane to obtain a force
flow for every pixel in every frame. The resulting vector
field is used to model the normal behavior using a bag
of words approach.
In [98], an individual target tracking strategy for un-
structured crowded scenes is presented. Here, the crowd
is modeled using Correlation Topic Model (CTM): the
idea is that the dynamics of the crowd is learned by
quantized local features, correlated together with the use
of topic models. Given the observed measurements of
the object to be tracked, the next position is obtained by
incorporating in the object state hypothesis the learned
high-level scene dynamics.
In [100], a tracking scheme based on local spatio-
temporal motion patterns is presented to track an indi-
vidual in an extremely crowded scene. Spatio-temporal
variations of the crowd motion are learned from regu-
larly spaced small subvolumes of the considered video
sequence using a battery of HMMs. These HMMs are
subsequently used to predict the motion patterns of a
given subject when deviating from the main crowd flow.
A new scheme to detect the motion patterns in the
crowded scenarios is presented in [101]. This scheme
utilizes the instantaneous motion flow estimating the op-
tical flow field. The typical motion patterns are then de-
tected by clustering the flow vectors from the motion
flow.
Recently, another approach has been proposed still
inspired by the SFM and its variants [99]. These works
utilize a set of particles over each frame and the SFM
formulation to estimate the force of each particle.
Subsequently, the set of particles’ forces has been
optimised using a swarm optimization technique so that
abnormal situations can be detected in a faster and more
reliable way, also localizing the anomalies [102, 103].
At the best of our knowledge, current methods are
still far from coupling surveillance and social signal
processing in the field of crowd analysis. Under a
genuine sociologic point of view, an important sur-
vey that deal with the modelling of crowd, particularly
suited for the field of public transportation and safety is
[104]. Here, different theories like Pre-disposition the-
ory, Emergent Norm theory, Model of Disorder, Social
Identity theory and Elaborate social identity theory are
discussed. This could be a point where Computer Vision
may draw on. The idea is that the coupling of sociolog-
ical notions and computer vision algorithms may origi-
nate novel applications. For example in the following,
we foresee the development of two possible activities:
• Design of public spaces. Simple architectural el-
ements are known to influence significantly the
collective behavior of large crowds in public
spaces [105]. Socially intelligent surveillance
technologies can help to analyze this phenomenon
and improve the design of public spaces like train
stations, airports, squares, etc. that are typically
populated by a large number of interacting indi-
viduals.
• Learning spaces. The effectiveness of a learning
space is heavily influenced by its physical setup,
especially when the learning process requires the
collaboration of many individuals [106]. Socially
and emotionally intelligent surveillance technolo-
gies can help the design of effective learning envi-
ronments by understanding those behavioral pro-
cesses that help or compound effective collabora-
tion between people.
6. Conclusions and future research
The technical quality of the classical modules that
compose a surveillance system allows nowadays to face
very complex scenarios. The goal of this review is to
support the argument that a social perspective is funda-
mental to deal with the highest level module, i.e. the
analysis of human activities, in a principled and fruitful
way. We discussed how the use of social signals may be
valuable toward a robust encoding of social events that
otherwise cannot be captured. In particular, we indi-
cate three problems, that is, the definition of threatening
behavior, the modeling of groups and the modeling of
interactions in outdoor situations, that are very frequent
in video surveillance and that can be faced with more
effectiveness under a Social Signal Processing perspec-
tive. In short, Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
furnish the analysis tools to be exploited following so-
cial science findings. We are convinced that this is the
way surveillance expressiveness may be boosted, lean-
ing toward a finer investigation of overt and covert, also
subtle, human behavioral aspects. In addition, import-
ing social models into crowd analysis represents a very
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fertile and still unexplored area where many contribu-
tions could be provided.
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